where f is the gas-distribution function, u the particle velocity, and Q(f, f) = (g -f)/7 the particle collision term [1]. The equilibrium state g has the form,
where K is the number of dimensions of the internal variable _ and is related to % g = (3 -"y)/('y -1), 
So, the corresponding pressure is p = p/2A and the internal energy density pe goes to
To the first order of 7, the Chapman-Enskog expansion gives
and the BGK model automatically reduces to the Navier-Stokcs equations, 
is the trajectory of the particle motion and f0 is the initial gas distribution function f at the beginning of each time step (t = 0). Two unknowns, g and f0 in Eq.(3.1), have to be addressed in the above equation in order to obtain the explicit form of f.
Generally, the distributions of f0 and 9 around the cell interface xj+l/2 and time t = 0 are obtained using the Taylor expansion of the Maxwellian distribution function, for example
where gtgr and go arc local Maxwellians located at the left, right and middle of a ceil intcrfacc. The parameters a l, a _, a l, _ have thc following form
and all parameters (al, a2, a3, a4) can be found from the slopes of the corresponding macroscopic variables.
H[x] is the Heaviside function defined as
The rcason and detailed formulation in the dctcrmination of f0 is prescnted in [12, 10] . The only diffcrcnce here is that we need to use the macroscopic distribution pZ in the determination of the a3z term.
After f0 is obtained, the equilibrium state go at a cell interface
is determined as follows.
Taking the limit of t -* 0 in Eq. 
In ordcr to test the above governing equation, we set two uniform initial flow conditions with Fj+I/2, the numcrical results usually do not convcrgc with the mesh-refinement [7] . The nonconvcrgence of the numerical results is more serious for the detonativc reactive flows using the exact Godunov method [8, 6] .
Case(4) 1-D denotation wave
In this case, we are going to study the formation of thc ZND wavc for thc following reaction kinetics,
where To is thc ignition tempcraturc and K0 the reaction rate. This specific casc is takcn from The results at subsequent times with diffcrent (_ arc shown in Fig.(5.4) The initial condition for the 2D denotation simulation is an exact traveling solution of thc ZND wave.
The reaction rate K(T) has the following Arrhenius formulation,
The parameters used are q0 = 50, E--50,_/ = 1.2 and a = 0. The reaction rate K0 is sct to be 104 .
The initial data is a one-dimensional ZND profile in the x-direction. The ZND wave connects the left state pl = 1.731379, Ut = 3.015113 Vl = 0, plcz = 130.4736, Z_ ---0 by a Chapman-Jouget dctonation with thc right state Pr ----1, U_ = 0, VR --0, pre_ --15, Zr = 1. The computational domain is 0.6 x 1.0, and the ccll size used is Ax = Ay = 1/400. A periodic perturbation is imposed in the y-direction of the initial ZND profile, where the initial data W(x, y, 0) is sct to WZND (X + AxNINT(_Scos(4_ry))), whcrc NINT(z) is the ncarest integer close to z. The simulation results around the ZND wave front for the subsequent times from 5/64, 6/64, ..., 16/65 arc shown in the Fig.(5.7) . From this figure, we can clcarly see the oscillating profile of the ZND wave front and the "explosion within explosion " phenomena due to the collision of triple points.
For the Godunov schcmc, duc to the inadequate dissipation in the gas evolution stagc, the shock insta- 
